Word Builder: Jobs

Common Core Anchor Writing Standard 2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.

1. Talk about these words one at a time. Each one is a kind of job. Talk about what kind of work each worker does.
2. Then write words or draw pictures that tell the work that person does.

**teacher**
Tell the work a teacher does

**doctor**
Tell the work a doctor does

**cook**
Tell the work a cook does

**day care worker**
Tell the work a day care worker does

**home repair worker**
Tell the work a home repair worker does

**parent**
Tell the work a parent does

Think of another worker. Then write words that tell about this worker’s job. Use the back of this page for those words. Do not write the name of the job. Ask other people to guess who this worker is.